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14 Very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI) for high-resolution astronomical imaging requires phase-stable frequency
15 references at widely separated radio-telescope antennas. For the first time to our knowledge, we have disseminated a
16 suitable radio-frequency (RF) reference for VLBI over a “real-world” telecom optical-fiber link between radio tele-
17 scopes that are >100 km apart, by means of an innovative phase-conjugation technique. Bidirectional optical am-
18 plification is used in parallel with live traffic, and phase perturbations in the effective optical-fiber path length are
19 compensated. This RF-over-fiber approach obviates the need for separate hydrogen masers at each antenna, offering
20 significant advantages for radio-astronomy facilities such as the Square Kilometer Array. © 2017 Optical Society of

America

21 OCIS codes: (060.0060) Fiber optics and optical communications; (060.5625) Radio frequency photonics; (120.3930) Metrological in-

22 strumentation; (120.5050) Phase measurement; (350.1270) Astronomy and astrophysics.

23
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24 1. INTRODUCTION

25 It has long been recognized [1–6] that to transmit stable frequency
26 references over long-distance optical fibers it is essential to compen-
27 sate phase perturbations due to various environmental factors.
28 These compensation techniques are often based on returning a light
29 signal along the optical path, then measuring and correcting for the
30 resulting phase shift. Phase-shift compensation has been developed
31 using active variation of the optical path length (e.g., by a fiber
32 stretcher [7,8]), as well as passive compensation techniques.
33 Perturbations on timescales shorter than the round-trip time
34 (RTT) through the optical fiber (RTT ≈ 1 ms∕100 km) cannot
35 be directly corrected.
36 Notable recent fiber-based applications include high-precision
37 phase-coherent optical-frequency transfer for clock networks and
38 high spectral purity [9–17]. Highly stable transfer is also impor-
39 tant in the radio-frequency (RF) domain (3 kHz–300 GHz)
40 [7,18,19], where robust RF-over-fiber (RFOF) schemes [20]
41 have been demonstrated by ourselves [21–24] and others
42 [8,19,25–54]. For radio astronomy, long- distance RFOF tech-
43 niques have been proposed [7,10,17,48,53–55] to send RF refer-

44ences between widely separated antennas in a very-long-baseline
45interferometry (VLBI) array, as we have now realized.
46Recently [17], a remote atomic-clock reference was transferred
47from Turin over a 550-km optical-fiber link [10] to a single an-
48tenna at an Italian radio telescope. More recent work in Poland
49[55] has connected an atomic clock and a single antenna (15 km
50apart at Toruń) to more distant Coordinated Universal Time lab-
51oratories in Poznań and Warsaw, using a 345-km optical-fiber
52link. In the context of the Square Kilometer Array (SKA)
53[56,57,58,59], stabilized microwave frequency-reference transfer
54has recently been realized over optical fiber, via a 52-km link and a
5525-km spool, for phase-coherent access to pairs of antennas up to
564.4 km apart at a single radio-telescope site [54]. Various groups
57(e.g., in Italy, Finland, and Spain, also SKA) are using precision
58time protocol/white rabbit (PTP/WR) methods [60,61,62] to
59synchronize radio-telescope timescales with nanosecond (ns)-level
60accuracy.
61In contrast, our research is not concerned with absolute
62timing. It comprises transfer of a phase-stable frequency reference
63and provides the first-ever practical demonstration of VLBI with
64a RF reference disseminated over a “real-world” optical-fiber link
65(>100 km).
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66 2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

67 A. RFOF Transfer System

68 The relatively simple, passive, phase-conjugate RFOF technique
69 depicted in Fig. 1 was developed as part of our fiber-based
70 frequency-transfer research program [2,11,21,23,24]. Key details
71 of this RFOF-transfer technique were presented in our earlier
72 paper [22] and referenced in the above-mentioned work from
73 other groups [6,11,20,35–40,42–44,49,50,52–54]. A significant
74 rebuild of our system [22] has subsequently been undertaken
75 to improve its reliability when deployed in a real-world remote
76 environment. This enables cost-effective transfer of RF references
77 over long distances in an optical-fiber link where temperature
78 variation, stress induced by bending, distortion of the optical
79 fiber, etc. give rise to phase fluctuations. Potential applications
80 include VLBI radio astronomy, as reported here.
81 Our algebraic phase-conjugation method [22] passively com-
82 pensates slow optical-fiber fluctuations, i.e., those longer than the
83 RTT (∼1 ms∕100 km). RF signals transmitted as amplitude
84 modulation of the local (master) and remote (slave) lasers (oper-
85 ating at telecom wavelengths of ∼1.55 μm ) are thereby locked
86 such that the phase difference between them is independent of
87 the optical path length. On timescales shorter than the RTT,
88 the high-quality quartz oscillator (slave RFS ) acts as a “flywheel”
89 at the remote location to serve as a highly stable, free-running
90 frequency source. We have verified this approach in tests over
91 a 150-km urban optical-fiber network without optical amplifica-
92 tion [22]. For RFOF transfer over longer distances (as required
93 for VLBI), we need to include bidirectional erbium-doped
94 fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) [6,27,30,31,54,55,63,64] to amplify
95 and pass the RF-modulated laser radiation in both directions.
96 Polarization scramblers have also been employed to randomize
97 the output polarization of the local and remote lasers and the
98 polarization-dependent propagation time through the fiber link.

99The quartz oscillator is highly stable, with a fractional-
100frequency Allan deviation σ ≈ 2 × 10−13 at 1 s—suitable for fre-
101quency transfer on continental scales (up to 10,000 km round
102trip). Our passive RFOF approach thereby maintains long-term
103phase coherence between two widely separated frequency sources
104without the additional complexity of actively stabilizing the
105optical path length, as is necessary in some other RFOF tech-
106niques [7,8].
107The (local) master and (remote) slave units employ
108distributed-feedback diode lasers, operating in communica-
109tions-band channels centered at 1550.92 nm and 1543.73 nm,
110respectively, and RF-amplitude-modulated to enable frequency
111transfer. The master signal RFM at 80 MHz is derived from a
11210-MHz reference via a local frequency-synthesizer chain locked
113to a hydrogen-maser atomic clock. The slave signal RFS (which
114provides a reference to a remote antenna) is derived from the
115stable, low-noise 5-MHz quartz oscillator, then multiplied to
11680 MHz and carried over the optical-fiber link. Passive phase
117conjugation based on frequency mixing is then used to compen-
118sate for drifts in the effective length of the optical-fiber link.
119The high-quality quartz oscillator provides a stable reference
120signal on timescales less than the RTT, with a servo time constant
121of ∼0.1 s and stability comparable to that of hydrogen masers
122on ∼1-s timescales.

123B. Long-Distance Optical-Fiber Link Between Radio
124Telescopes

125For the first time to our knowledge, we have applied our RFOF
126transfer technique [22] to send a reference frequency between two
127widely separated radio antennas for VLBI with baseline separa-
128tions greater than 100 km. In VLBI, two or more antennas
129separately measure the radio signal from an astronomical source;
130interferometric combination of the signals then yields enhanced-
131resolution information about the source’s structure and position.
132VLBI requires a stable RF reference at each location, usually
133derived from local hydrogen masers that are stable to ∼1 part in
1341015 over several hours [65]. This is costly (typically ∼US
135$200,000/maser), and it constrains reliability when many
136antennas are used in radio-astronomy facilities such as the
137SKA [56,57,58,59].
138To verify that our approach can be used for VLBI without
139a separate hydrogen maser for each widely separated antenna,
140we have conducted RFOF transfer experiments under “real-
141world” conditions between radio-astronomy sites in rural
142Australia, as depicted geographically in Fig. 2. The two
143sites—the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), based
144∼25 km west of Narrabri (in northwestern New South Wales)
145and an associated VLBI facility at Mopra (115 km southwest)
146[65–67,68]—are connected by 155 km of optical fiber in a
147buried telecom link (blue in Fig. 2). This link also carries data
148traffic as part of the Australian Academic Research Network
149(AARNet), which provides high-speed telecom services for the
150Australian education and research community. For longer-haul
151RFOF transfer, the fiber can be looped back at the Mopra
152telescope site via a second parallel fiber to yield an overall
153optical-fiber path length of 310 km (red in Fig. 2; see also
154Fig. 3) between ATCA antennas. These 155-km and 310-km
155links were used in several radio-astronomy experiments, as
156described below.

F1:1 Fig. 1. RFOF transfer schematic. The local (master) and remote (slave)
F1:2 oscillators communicate via a long-distance single-mode optical-fiber link
F1:3 terminated at each end by an optical circulator (OC). The slave laser
F1:4 output is amplitude-modulated at RFS but experiences phase shifts
F1:5 (“Fiber” in blue) during propagation on the fiber link. The perturbed
F1:6 output (RFS � Fiber) is difference-frequency-mixed with twice the
F1:7 master frequency (2RFM ) to amplitude-modulate the master-laser
F1:8 output. Following retransmission, the fiber phase shift then cancels
F1:9 via algebraic phase conjugation, and the output (2RFM − RFS ) is differ-

F1:10 ence-frequency-mixed with RFS . The phase difference (2RFM − 2RFS ) is
F1:11 then nulled using a proportional integral (PI) servo to reference the
F1:12 slave to RFM . Input from the local atomic clock and output to a remote
F1:13 radio-telescope antenna are depicted as icons.
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157 For RFOF transfer over such long distances, optical-fiber
158 losses (approximately 20 dB/100 km) need to be compensated
159 by introducing bidirectional EDFAs [6,27,30,31,54,55,63,64].
160 Pairs of EDFAs (IDIL Fibres Optiques, each with ∼18‐dB gain)
161 were installed by AARNet staff in Controlled Environment Vault
162 telecom huts at Springbrook Creek (south of Narrabri) and at
163 Constellation Avenue (near Coonabarabran). Access to the tele-
164 com huts was required to break out one wavelength channel so
165 that the bidirectional EDFAs could be inserted on long-distance
166 dark-fiber segments before combining with other communication
167 signals at other wavelengths.
168 Reliable operation of the buried optical-fiber link was itself
169 severely challenged by the instability of the black-soil country
170 in the Pilliga Scrub region south of Narrabri. Varying moisture
171 levels sometimes cause the soil to undergo major, rapid expansion
172 and contraction, exerting strong torsional forces that are sufficient

173to dislodge buried fiber cable. At the time of our RFOF and VLBI
174experiments, displaced fiber was in some places hung from road-
175side fences during repair work. Since our earliest experiments,
176AARNet has improved and rerouted paths of some segments
177of the fiber link. The unstabilized link was measured to have a
178relative stability of ∼10−13 on a 1-h timescale, presenting a strin-
179gent “real-world” test of the RFOF technique.

180C. VLBI Radio Astronomy Experiments

181We have used part of the Australian Long Baseline Array facilities
182[65,67,68], operated by CSIRO, for VLBI measurements that
183employ separate simultaneously active radio telescopes for
184high-resolution astronomical imaging. Specifically, the six radio
185antennas at ATCA (∼500 km northwest of Sydney) are separated
186by distances ranging from ∼50 m to 6 km. Each antenna’s para-
187bolic surface has a 22-m diameter, as does the single antenna of

F2:1 Fig. 2. Layout of VLBI radio-astronomy experiments using RFOF reference transfer. A 155-km AARNET optical-fiber link (blue) connects radio-
F2:2 telescope antennas at ATCA (near Narrabri) and Mopra (near Coonabarabran) via two telecom huts where bidirectional EDFAs are installed. One
F2:3 configuration (purple) transfers the hydrogen-maser reference at Mopra to an ATCA antenna for VLBI demonstrations with a 115-km baseline.
F2:4 Another (red) extends RF transfer over 310 km via a parallel pair of optical fibers looped back at Mopra to test the phase stability of RFOF transfer
F2:5 between a subset of ATCA antennas.

F3:1 Fig. 3. RFOF loop-back transfer configurations for phase-stability experiments. The RF reference derived from a hydrogen maser at ATCA (Narrabri)
F3:2 is sent to Mopra and looped back to ATCA over a 310-km fiber link (red double-ended arrows). Configurations for the master and slave RF references are
F3:3 shown as black single-headed arrows (dashed for extra connections to the second path of the split antenna).
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188 the Mopra telescope (∼30 km west of Coonabarabran and
189 115 km southwest of the ATCA observatory near Narrabri).
190 Our VLBI studies also included measurements at other more re-
191 mote radio observatories with their own local hydrogen-maser
192 references (Parkes and Hobart, ∼350 km and ∼1400 km south
193 of ATCA, respectively), comprising typical configurations for
194 astronomical VLBI observations [65,67,68].

195 D. RFOF Experiments on Reference Transfer over the
196 310-km Link

197 A key limiting factor in the phase stability of VLBI measurements
198 arises from local atmospheric disturbances at the two antennas. To
199 reduce the influence of atmospheric phase fluctuations and to mea-
200 sure the performance of our frequency-dissemination technique
201 [22,24], we employed the 310-km loop-back link for RFOF trans-
202 fer via Mopra (Fig. 3; also red in Fig. 2) and performed measure-
203 ments using only the (closely spaced) ATCA antennas.
204 In one experiment, atmospheric perturbations were signifi-
205 cantly reduced by using two ATCA antennas separated by
206 77 m (Fig. 3, solid black arrows). The frequency reference for
207 one antenna was provided by a local hydrogen maser at
208 ATCA, while 310-km RFOF transfer via the Mopra loop-back
209 link delivered the transferred reference to the adjacent antenna.
210 In another key experiment, one of the ATCA radio antennas
211 (Fig. 3, dashed black arrows) was used in a “split-antenna” configu-
212 ration to virtually eliminate atmospheric perturbations. In this
213 mode of operation (see Ref. [54] for schematic details), the local
214 hydrogen maser provides a reference signal via a frequency-
215 synthesizer chain to one of ATCA’s two independent signal-
216 processing paths, while the second path on the same antenna is
217 able use a corresponding reference sent via the 310-km RFOF
218 loop-back link.

219 E. Laboratory Tests of RFOF Performance: Impact of
220 Reference-Frequency Instability

221 Even if atmospheric fluctuations are removed completely, addi-
222 tional phase perturbations can arise from instabilities in the fre-
223 quency chain providing the reference frequency RFM.
224 Laboratory-based experiments therefore explored such effects, us-
225 ing our RFOF transfer system (Fig. 1) operating at 80 MHz with
226 one or two 25-km fiber spools separating the master and slave sec-
227 tions. Use of spooled optical fiber allowed us to avoid complications
228 arising from rapid environmentally induced phase shifts such as
229 those that might occur in the long-distance optical-fiber link.
230 Triangular, sinusoidal, and square waveforms from a signal gen-
231 erator were employed to simulate phase instability in the master
232 and slave reference frequencies. In regular operation, our RFOF
233 transfer system detects the phase difference between RFS (slave)
234 and RFM (master) signals. A proportional-integral (PI) control cir-
235 cuit drives the RFS slave quartz oscillator and thereby nulls the
236 phase error. In this set of tests, we temporarily replaced the RFS
237 oscillator signal with the same RFM and recorded the output of
238 the mixer phase detector for fast and accurate evaluations.

239 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

240 A. Measurement of Frequency-Transfer Stability over
241 the “Real-World” Fiber Link

242 The performance of our RFOF long-haul transfer technique was
243 assessed in terms of the fractional frequency stability of its RF

244transfer signal, evaluated by making out-of-loop measurements
245of signals RFM and RFS , using a digital phase meter [21,22].
246Figure 4(a) presents Allan deviation plots showing fractional fre-
247quency stability σ � �Δf ∕f � as a function of averaging time τ.
248Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show other plots of raw phase and phase-
249noise spectral density, respectively.
250The results in Fig. 4 were measured for RF transfer over the
251310-km ATCA–Mopra–ATCA loop-back fiber link (red line,
252Fig. 2). All of these measurements were undertaken at f �
25320 MHz within the frequency-multiplier chains of the RFOF sys-
254tem that ultimately yielded the 80-MHz RFOF transfer signal.
255Two successive experimental runs (i) and (ii) were made over peri-
256ods of 29 h (∼105 s) and 14.5 h (∼5 × 104 s), respectively, as
257indicated in the phase-transfer plots (i) and (ii) in Fig. 4(b).
258Also, the spectral density plot in Fig. 4(c) corresponds to (i).

F4:1Fig. 4. RFOF transfer performance over the 310-km fiber link.
F4:2(a) Fractional frequency stability, plotted in the form of Allan deviation
F4:3σ versus averaging time τ, for two different measurements (i) and (ii) at
F4:4f � 20 MHz over the 310-km ATCA–Mopra–ATCA loop-back fiber
F4:5link on successive days. Trace (iii) shows the fractional frequency stability
F4:6at f � 5 MHz between two independent hydrogen masers co-located at
F4:7ATCA. (b) Raw phase-transfer fluctuations versus elapsed time for the
F4:8same measurements (i) and (ii) on successive days. (c) Phase-noise spec-
F4:9tral density versus frequency measured on day 1.
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259 Traces (i) and (ii) of Fig. 4(a) show a fractional frequency sta-
260 bility of σ�τ� < 10−16 at the maximum averaging times τ of 5 ×
261 104 s (∼14 h) and 2 × 104 s (∼5.5 h), respectively. Throughout
262 this study, similar results have been obtained from many other
263 regular measurements not reported here; these verify the day-
264 to-day stability of our RFOF system.
265 Likewise, trace (iii) of Fig. 4(a) shows the corresponding RF
266 stability between two ATCA-based hydrogen masers, with their
267 5-MHz output signals measured by means of a digital phase meter
268 [21,22]. Comparison with traces (i) and (ii) of Fig. 4(a) shows
269 RFOF performance that is generally superior to the relative
270 stability of the two hydrogen masers at ATCA. However, a slightly
271 increased instability around τ � 200 s is evident in the Allan
272 deviation plots (i) and (ii).
273 The phase-transfer plots in Fig. 4(b) show the fluctuations that
274 yield the corresponding Allan deviation plots (i) and (ii) in
275 Fig. 4(a). The peak-to-peak amplitude of short-term phase fluc-
276 tuations is ∼0.05°. A Fourier transform can be used to convert
277 Fig. 4(b) to power spectral density plots such as that shown in
278 Fig. 4(c), which corresponds to the data set (i) for day 1 as
279 in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). These show persistent fluctuations around
280 a few megahertz (mHz(and are consistent with the excursions at
281 τ ≈ 200 s in the Allan deviation plots (i) and (ii) of Fig. 4(a).
282 In Fig. 4(c), the phase noise is as low as ∼3.2 μrad∕

p
Hz

283 (or ∼1 × 10−11 rad2∕Hz) at frequencies above 0.1 Hz, with
284 greater fluctuations in the region of a few mHz.
285 As discussed later in this paper, we attribute this to phase fluc-
286 tuations in the reference RFM from ATCA’s frequency chain,
287 rather than from RFOF transfer over the 310-km optical-fiber
288 link. No such increase in instability was found in our previous
289 laboratory- or field-based tests at other locations [22]. Since
290 our ATCA-based tests shown in Fig. 4(a), similar phase variations
291 have been observed in other tests at ATCA, using different
292 techniques [54].
293 The Allan deviation plots (i) and (ii) of Fig. 4(a) show that our
294 RFOF transfer method is highly competitive with those for
295 other fiber-based frequency-transfer results [7,19,27,31,38,48],
296 particularly for links longer than 80 km and RF signals
297 of 200 MHz or less. Our fractional stabilities (e.g., σ �
298 1.0 × 10−16 at τ ≈ 2 × 104 s over the 310-km link) markedly im-
299 prove upon the recently reported 8-GHz microwave-frequency
300 transfer performance (5.0 × 10−16 at 1.6 × 104 s over a 166-km
301 metropolitan network) [53] using one technique that is being
302 evaluated for SKA applications. Likewise, other recent ATCA-
303 based frequency-stability measurements [54] over a 77-km fiber
304 link (which included 25 km of spooled fiber) with a maximum
305 antenna separation of 4.4 km yield phase-difference fractional
306 stabilities at τ ≈ 1 × 104 s of 9 × 10−16 (for f ≈ 5 GHz) and
307 1.1 × 10−16 (for f ≈ 25 GHz).

308 B. RFOF-Referenced VLBI Measurements with a
309 115-km Baseline Separation

310 Our principal radio-astronomy results demonstrate direct appli-
311 cation of our RFOF method to VLBI over a long-haul optical-
312 fiber link, employing just a single hydrogen-maser frequency
313 reference. These RFOF-referenced VLBI measurements were
314 undertaken between the Mopra antenna and one of two antennas
315 (60 m apart, here arbitrarily numbered 1 and 2) 115 km away at
316 the ATCA Narrabri radio telescope (which itself comprises an
317 array of six antennas with a maximum baseline separation of

318∼6 km). The hydrogen-maser frequency reference was located
319at Mopra, remote from the ATCA end of the 155-km optical-fiber
320link (blue line in Fig. 2).
321Figure 5 portrays the representative outcome of one such
322VLBI experiment, performed over a 36-min period. Such
323VLBI measurements were made simultaneously with each
324antenna pointing at a strong astronomical source (PKS 0537-
325441) centered at 8.4 GHz. In Fig. 5, the red trace (i) shows con-
326ventional VLBI results between Mopra and Antenna-1 at ATCA,
327with the frequency reference sourced from the respective local hy-
328drogen masers at both Mopra and ATCA. The corresponding
329purple trace (ii) was simultaneously recorded using the frequency
330reference generated at Mopra and transferred by RFOF via the
331155-km optical-fiber link to Antenna-2 at ATCA (i.e., with no
332need for a local reference at ATCA). The origins of the simulta-
333neously recorded phase-transfer plots (i) and (ii) are set arbitrarily
334to coincide. Their offset depends insignificantly on instrumental
335factors such as different cable lengths in each channel.
336Figure 5 also displays the phase difference (iii) between plots
337(i) and (ii); this black trace (iii) is arbitrarily displaced downwards
338by 150°; it has a slowly varying peak-to-peak amplitude of ∼40°
339and a short-term noise level of �2°. Such variations are typical of
340regular VLBI observations at ATCA and Mopra. The observed
341phase difference (iii) here comprises three inseparable compo-
342nents: the relative phase stability of maser-based RF reference fre-
343quency chains at both Narrabri and Mopra; the stability of RFOF
344transfer on the 155-km Mopra-to-Narrabri link; and differential
345fluctuations in atmospheric conditions viewed by the two
346Narrabri antennas over the 60-m distance between them.
347Further experiments (for which results are described below in
348Sections 3.C and 3.D) indicate that the first and third of these
349effects are most likely to be dominant here.

F5:1Fig. 5. VLBI measurements demonstrating reference-frequency trans-
F5:2fer between pairs of antennas that are 115 km apart. These VLBI mea-
F5:3surements at f ≈ 8.4 GHz involved three radio-astronomy antennas,
F5:4one at Mopra (with its own local frequency reference) and two at
F5:5ATCA, with their respective frequency references provided (i) locally
F5:6at ATCA and (ii) by RFOF transfer from Mopra, via the 155-km fiber
F5:7link. The phase difference between traces (i) and (ii) is also displayed in
F5:8trace (iii), arbitrarily displaced downwards by 150°.
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350 C. RFOF Experiments on Reference Transfer over the
351 310-km Link

352 As explained above, to minimize atmospheric phase-fluctuation
353 effects, the 310-km loop-back link via Mopra (Fig. 3; red in
354 Fig. 2) was used for several RFOF-referenced radio-astronomy
355 tests. One such experiment used two adjacent ATCA antennas
356 (77 m apart—solid black arrows in Fig. 3). The phase stability
357 provided by the 310-km link was then found to be indistinguish-
358 able from that when both antennas were referenced directly to a
359 single local hydrogen maser.
360 Another key experiment, with results as in Fig. 6, used one
361 of the ATCA radio antennas (dashed black arrows in Fig. 3) in
362 a “split-antenna” configuration intended to eliminate the effect
363 of atmospheric perturbations. In these experiments, the local
364 hydrogen maser and its frequency chain provided a reference
365 to one of ATCA’s two independent signal-processing paths,
366 while the second path on the same antenna used a correspond-
367 ing reference —either local or remote (via the 310-km
368 fiber link).
369 Figure 6 shows the split-antenna results, with only period (b)
370 using 310-km RFOF. For each path in panels (b) and (c) (red and
371 black curves), varying atmospheric conditions yield RF-phase
372 fluctuations that exceed those in panel (a). Nevertheless, the dif-
373 ferential signal (black line, middle panel) has no discernible differ-
374 ence between direct and loop-back hydrogen-maser reference
375 signals (apart from constant arbitrary phase offsets which depend
376 on instrumental factors, as explained in the context of Fig. 5).
377 These minor residual differential phase variations cannot be
378 due to atmospheric perturbations as both channels share the same
379 radio antenna and hence the same viewing conditions. However,
380 the phase variations do appear to be correlated with temperature
381 variations (magenta, bottom panel) of inlet cooling air at floor

382level in the ATCA instrument room where the hydrogen maser
383and its associated frequency-synthesizer chain are housed.
384The maximum magnitude of noise fluctuations in the phase
385differences (middle panels of Fig. 6) is ∼20° peak-to-peak. This
386is consistent with corresponding peak-to-peak noise levels of
387∼0.05° observed at f � 20 MHz in Fig. 4(b), allowing for
388the 420× frequency increase (to f � 8.4 GHz) in the case
389of Fig. 6.
390The differential phase variations observed in Fig. 6 are evident
391in all three periods, including periods (a) and (c), where any pu-
392tative phase contributions from the 310-km RFOF transfer are
393absent. In all cases (a)–(c), therefore, their most likely cause is
394attributed to residual phase fluctuations in the RFM reference
395supplied by ATCA’s frequency chain. These differential phase var-
396iations (<10° peak-to-peak, with a dominant period of
397∼15 min ) observed in the split-antenna experiments are consis-
398tent with the increased instability seen at τ ≈ 200 s in the Allan
399deviation plots (i) and (ii) of Fig. 4(a). Observed differential phase
400variations are much smaller than typical atmospheric impacts on
401VLBI astronomical observations.

402D. Source of Residual Phase Fluctuations

403The small persistent residual phase variations noted above had not
404occurred in previous laboratory- and field-based experiments;
405they are consistent with the observed increase in the Allan
406deviation plots (i) and (ii) at τ ≈ 200 s in Fig. 4(a). Various mea-
407sures to isolate the RFOF transfer instrument, undertaken both at
408ATCA and in our Sydney laboratory, indicated that it was highly
409stable mechanically, thermally, and electronically. A series of lab-
410oratory-based tests were conducted with results as illustrated in
411Fig. 7. These tests explored whether the observed residual phase
412fluctuations in the VLBI signals (Fig. 5) and in the RFOF experi-
413ments (Figs. 4 and 6) were caused by instability in the reference
414RFM itself as generated by ATCA’s hydrogen-maser frequency
415chain. To record Fig. 7, a signal generator was used to simulate
416phase variations in the (identical) RFM and RFS reference signals,
417with a phase-modulation amplitude of ∼400° applied with a
418half-period of 50 ms (i.e., at a triangle-wave rate of �8°∕ms ).

F6:1 Fig. 6. Phase stability for the split-antenna RFOF experiment. The
F6:2 top panel shows the RF phase variation at f ≈ 8.4 GHz for the two
F6:3 split-antenna signal-processing paths (red and black) for three successive
F6:4 time periods. Periods (a) and (c): both paths have a local hydrogen-maser
F6:5 reference. Period (b): the red channel uses the reference sent via the
F6:6 310-km optical-fiber link. The middle panels show the phase difference
F6:7 (on a ∼10 × finer scale relative to the top panels) between the two split-
F6:8 antenna paths—with the fixed phase offset between the two period
F6:9 (b) signals removed. The bottom panels show floor-level temperature var-

F6:10 iations in the ATCA instrument room where the hydrogen maser and
F6:11 associated electronics are housed.

F7:1Fig. 7. Impact on RFOF transfer of phase fluctuations in the input RF
F7:2reference. Responses of the RFOF phase detector to (a) triangle, (b) sine,
F7:3and (c) square waveforms’ phase fluctuations in RFM and identical RFS
F7:4using 50 km of spooled fiber. Phase fluctuations in three different forms
F7:5were simulated by using a signal generator.
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419 The resulting phase-detector output of ∼2° (e.g., from steps in the
420 triangle-wave case and peak-to-peak amplitude in the sine-wave
421 case) was found to be proportional both to the rate of phase fluc-
422 tuations and to the length of the optical fiber.
423 Figure 7 indicates that phase variations, occurring on time-
424 scales of round-trip propagation, are indeed the major source
425 of the observed phase fluctuations. Owing to the propagation-
426 time delay, the RFOF transfer system cannot distinguish rapid
427 phase-error signals arising from instability (on the timescale of
428 the RTT) in RFM or in fiber length. It tracks the phase of a stable
429 RFM , as might otherwise be expected for timescales that are long
430 compared with the RTT. As in any time-delayed feedback servo
431 system, RFOF systems can only act after a round-trip cycle.
432 Short-term phase variations in RFM , occurring on timescales
433 of the round-trip propagation, therefore appear as a residual
434 phase error.
435 These systematic laboratory-based experiments confirm the
436 validity of our ATCA-based RFOF-characterization experiments,
437 from which Figs. 4–6 are derived. The residual differential phase
438 variations, observed in the split-antenna experiments (Fig. 6;
439 black line, middle panel) and in the Allan deviation plots (i)
440 and (ii) of Fig. 4(a) (centered at τ ≈ 200 s), are attributable to
441 frequency fluctuations in the reference RFM itself. However, they
442 are very much smaller than the typical atmospheric variability
443 between separate VLBI antennas.
444 Moreover, these laboratory-based results are consistent with
445 and validate the algebraic formulation presented in the Appendix
446 of our original paper [22], which presents a general algebraic
447 description of the RFOF transfer processes.

448 E. General Discussion

449 In recent years, optical-fiber links have been widely used in major
450 radio-astronomy facilities. For instance, the e-MERLIN array of
451 six telescopes in the UK midlands has spanned baselines of
452 >200 km via amplified trunk and dark optical fibers with a
453 1.486-GHz radio link to maintain phase stability [69].
454 Likewise, the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) uses
455 optical-fiber links between its 64 antennas that are spread over
456 baseline separations up to 18 km, stabilized by several forms
457 of active phase control and line-length correction [57].
458 Moreover, the Australia Telescope, which we have used in the
459 present research, employs optical-fiber links to control its com-
460 pact array of six antennas over baseline separations up to 6 km
461 at ATCA [66,67,68].
462 As explained in Sections 1 and 2.A, our phase-conjugate
463 RFOF approach [22] has demonstrated practical applications
464 in the context of radio astronomy. In particular, it enables
465 fiber-referenced VLBI without the need for multiple hydrogen
466 masers. Our technique does not entail absolute timing [66], in
467 contrast to other recent fiber-based time-and-frequency transfer
468 schemes [2–6,9–17,28,30,31,36,42–46,50,55,64,70].
469 Our phase-conjugate RFOF technique [22] effectively enables
470 realization of fiber-based radio-astronomy goals previously iden-
471 tified in earlier proposals [7,10,48,53–55]. We note also two re-
472 cent reports of advanced techniques for optical-fiber
473 dissemination of time and frequency references to single VLBI
474 antennas: in Italy (over a 550-km fiber link [10] with 1.5-μm
475 laser light locked via a frequency comb to a hydrogen maser)
476 by Clivati et al. [17] and in Poland (over a 345-km fiber link with
477 frequency-comb locking to an atomic clock) by Krehlik et al. [55].

478By contrast, our relatively straightforward passive RFOF
479method [22] (Fig. 1) enables phase-coherent fiber-based transfer
480of a frequency reference between two widely separated VLBI an-
481tennas (115 km apart) and over a 155-km fiber-link length
482(Figs. 2 and 5). In this paper, we demonstrate the first application
483of this RFOF method for actual VLBI measurements without
484needing a separate hydrogen-maser reference at the remote an-
485tenna. Further, this was achieved over a much larger baseline sep-
486aration (>100 km) than for ALMA [57] or ATCA [66,67,68]
487and without needing to include radio-link phase stabilization
488as in e-MERLIN [69].
489Gozzard et al. very recently reported stabilized frequency-
490reference transfer experiments [54] at ATCA using a 77-km op-
491tical-fiber loop-back link employing one bidirectional EDFA in-
492stalled in the telecom hut at Springbrook Creek and with “split-
493antenna” configurations similar to that used previously in our own
494ATCA-based experiments [24]. Their results yielded phase-differ-
495ence fractional stabilities that are comparable to the fractional fre-
496quency stabilities in our Allan-deviation results [Fig. 4(a)] and
497provided “astronomical verification” of their frequency-reference
498stabilization technique [53] designed for SKA use [56,57,58,59].
499By contrast, here we demonstrate actual RFOF-referenced VLBI
500over a very large baseline of 115 km and achieve a fractional fre-
501quency stability of 1.0 × 10−16 at τ ≈ 2 × 104 s for an 80-MHz
502RF signal transferred over the 310-km link, as in Fig. 4(a); this
503is also well within SKA specifications [54].

5044. CONCLUSIONS

505For the first time to our knowledge, we have demonstrated VLBI
506between two widely separated radio antennas (baseline separations
507>100 km) using our RFOF transfer technique [22] to enable
508high-fidelity dissemination from a single reference-frequency
509source. Our RFOF transfer system yields a relative frequency sta-
510bility exceeding that of two independent hydrogen masers and is
511significantly better than the atmospheric perturbations that usu-
512ally constrain VLBI radio astronomy. Split-antenna experiments
513(over a “real-world” fiber-link length of 310 km) effectively elimi-
514nate atmospheric perturbations and are limited primarily by
515residual phase fluctuations in the ATCA references, not by the
516RFOF transfer technique itself.
517More generally, our RFOF transfer approach [22] could facili-
518tate reliable, cost-effective dissemination of frequency references
519over very long (transcontinental) distances, where the optical
520RTT is significant (e.g., ∼100 ms over 10,000 km) but well
521within the phase-coherence time (>10 s) of a high-quality quartz
522oscillator, as used in our experiments. It is also possible for RF
523signals (e.g., referenced to an accurate frequency comb) to be
524remotely transmitted via optical fiber for other applications such
525as the precise calibration of environmental, industrial, and labo-
526ratory-based molecular-spectroscopic sensing.
527In the context of multi-antenna VLBI radio astronomy, our
528RFOF transfer approach obviates the need for a remote hydro-
529gen-maser frequency reference at every antenna location, since
530the measured RFOF frequency stability exceeds that of a local
531hydrogen maser. This inexpensive and relatively simple RFOF
532transfer method could therefore underpin cost-effective fre-
533quency-reference transfer for remote VLBI radio-astronomy
534facilities, such as the SKA [55,59,60,61,62].
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Queries

1. AU: Each reference must be listed separately. References [56, 58, 63] have been split and the references have been renumbered. Please
check that all citations in text have been correctly updated.

2. AU: In the sentence, “We have used part of the Australian Long Baseline Array facilities [65,67,68], operated by CSIRO, for VLBI
measurements…” please define “CSIRO.”

3. AU: The funding information for this article has been generated using the information you provided to OSA at the time of article
submission. Please check it carefully. If any information needs to be corrected or added, please provide the full name of the funding

787 organization/institution as provided in the CrossRef Open Funder Registry (http://www.crossref.org/fundingdata/registry.html).
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